CAGERS HAVE WON SIX OUT OF SEVEN CONTTESTS PLAYED

With the admirable record to date of six wins out of seven games played and with a winning streak of four consecutive games, Technology's varsity basketball team looks like the strongest to have represented the Institute in many years. The few losses remaining to be played after mid-year include Tufts, Harvard, and New Hampshire, the latter two of which the Engineers barely defeated last year, while they lost to Tufts.

Take Opener From Newport

The record of Coach Henry P. McCarthy's current team is very impressive. McCarthy's team is very impressive. McCarthy's season that O'Brien, Shaughnessy, and Feustel were able to score against the remarkable defense of the enemy offense before it really got started.

The Union game, which the Engineers won 58 - 56, was a brilliant example of fine defensive play in the later stages. This game was almost entirely opposite that with Chest- erfield Tech, for the Union team made a strong comeback, nearly tying the score. The high point of the season so far has been the Brown game, which was the first after the Christmas vacation, and which the Engineers won handily, 44 - 42. The game was fast, the opposition had a very strong team, and it was only by playing their best games of the season that O'Brien, Shaughnessy, and Feustel were able to assemble between them fifty-two points, more than enough to top the forty-six which the Brown managed to score against the remarkable defensive playing of the whole Technology team, of which Pat Amsden was especially outstanding.

THE TECH

As a let-down from the fine playing and teamwork of the Brown game, the Engineers played probably their worst game against Lowell Textile, a definitely inferior quintet. They trailed half after half without success. Even O'Brien was missing shots from under the basket. The Lowell team was breaking behind quite a margin at the half. In the second half the play was just about the same as in the first, with, with about eight minutes to play, Coach McCarthy sent in Tom Murphy to guard. Murphy was not bothered by the jinx that seemed to hang over the rest of the team and he soon made a couple of shots. This seemed to influence the others, and they began to drop from them all angles. One shot from center court by Captain Amsden, which went through without touching the rim, did much to restore confidence. Finally the Engineers, who had held their opponents scoreless since the start of their rally, turned the Lowell team and just managed to get enough points to save off a last-minute rally. The final score was 52 - 28.

In the Amherst game the Technology quintet seemed to have recovered, and they outplayed a strong team to win 46 - 40. Technology led all the way and was never in danger. The Lord Jeffs fought hard, but their superior playing of their opponents was too much for them to compete with.

T. E. N. TERMINATES THIRTEENTH YEAR

Awarded First Prize for Illustrated Magazines and Third For Editorials

With the end of the thirteenth year of existence, The Tech Engineering News has terminated a volume marked by an attempt to get away from the highly technical subjects to articles on general subjects and with more public appeal. Articles on industry, education and science in general, written in such a way as to appeal to the public, have been prominent throughout the year. In recognition of its good work, the T. E. N. was awarded first place as the best illustrated engineering college magazine and third place for the best single editorial. These awards were made by the Engineering College Magazines Association which is composed of technical magazines of
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SALE

Men's Quality Shoes

REduced to $4.95 AND UP

The Men's Shop, 15 West St.

THAYER McNeil

"I'm working and smoking overtime—hence a Milder Cigarette"

"WHEN I work hard, I usually smoke more; and when I smoke more, I usually work harder—and that's why I want a cigarette that's milder."

We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobaccos which have been aged and re-aged. These good tobaccos in Chesterfield are used in the right proportions—that's a very important matter.

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield are blended and cross-blended—welded together; that, too, helps to make a milder cigarette with better taste.

THEY'RE MILDER—THEY TASTE BETTER

(Continued on page four)